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QUESTION 1

A company\\'s website is using an Amazon RDS MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance for its transactional data storage. 

There are other internal systems that query this DB instance to fetch data for internal batch processing. The RDS DB
instance slows down significantly the internal systems fetch data 

This impacts the website\\'s read and write performance, and the users experience slow response times. 

Which solution will improve the website\\'s performance? 

A. Use an RDS PostgreSQL DB instance instead of a MySQL database. 

B. Use Amazon ElastiCache to cache the query responses for the website. 

C. Add an additional Availability Zone to the current RDS MySQL Multi.AZ DB instance. 

D. Add a read replica to the RDS DB instance and configure the internal systems to query the read replica. 

Correct Answer: D 

Amazon RDS Read Replicas Enhanced performance You can reduce the load on your source DB instance by routing
read queries from your applications to the read replica. Read replicas allow you to elastically scale out beyond the
capacity constraints of a single DB instance for read-heavy database workloads. Because read replicas can be
promoted to master status, they are useful as part of a sharding implementation. To further maximize read performance,
Amazon RDS for MySQL allows you to add table indexes directly to Read Replicas, without those indexes being present
on the master. https://aws.amazon.com/rds/features/read-replicas/ 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company wants to run a gaming application on Amazon EC2 instances that are part of an Auto Scaling group in the
AWS Cloud. The application will transmit data by using UDP packets. The company wants to ensure that the application
can scale out and in as traffic increases and decreases. 

What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements? 

A. Attach a Network Load Balancer to the Auto Scaling group 

B. Attach an Application Load Balancer to the Auto Scaling group. 

C. Deploy an Amazon Route 53 record set with a weighted policy to route traffic appropriately 

D. Deploy a NAT instance that is configured with port forwarding to the EC2 instances in the Auto Scaling group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is building a web-based application running on Amazon EC2 instances in multiple Availability Zones. The
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web application will provide access to a repository of text documents totaling about 900 TB in size. The company
anticipates that the web application will experience periods of high demand. A solutions architect must ensure that the
storage component for the text documents can scale to meet the demand of the application at all times. The company is
concerned about the overall cost of the solution. 

Which storage solution meets these requirements MOST cost-effectively? 

A. Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) 

B. Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) 

C. Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) 

D. Amazon S3 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.missioncloud.com/blog/resource-amazon-ebs-vs-efs-vs-s3-picking-the-best-aws- storage-option-
for-your-business 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs to connect several VPCs in the us-east Region that span hundreds of AWS accounts. The
company\\'s networking team has its own AWS account to manage the cloud network. What is the MOST operationally
efficient solution to connect the VPCs? 

A. Set up VPC peering connections between each VPC. Update each associated subnet\\'s route table. 

B. Configure a NAT gateway and an internal gateway in each VPC in connected each VPC through the internal. 

C. Create an AWS Transit Gateway in the networking team\\'s AWS account. Configure static routes from each VPC. 

D. Deploy VPN gateway in each VPC. Configure create a transit VPC in the networking team\\'s AWS account to
connect to each VPC. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An application development team is designing a microservice that will convert large images to smaller compressed
images When a user uploads an image through the web interface the microservice should store the image in an
Amazon S3 

bucket process and compress the image with an AWS Lambda function, and store the image in its compressed form m
a different S3 bucket. 

A solutions architect needs to design a solution that uses durable stateless components to process the images
automatically. 

Which combination of actions will meet these requirements? (Select TWO ) 

A. Create an Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue Configure the S3 bucket to send a notification to the
SQS queue when an image is uploaded to the S3 bucket 
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B. Configure the Lambda function to use the Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue as the invocation
source When the SQS message is successfully processed, delete the message in the queue 

C. Configure the Lambda function to monitor the S3 bucket for new uploads When an uploaded image is detected write
the file name to a text file in memory and use the text file to keep track of the images that were processed 

D. Launch an Amazon EC2 instance to monitor an Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue When items
are added to the queue log the file name in a text file on the EC2 instance and invoke the Lambda function 

E. Configure an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) event to monitor the S3 bucket When an image is
uploaded send an alert to an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic with the application owner\\'s
email address for further processing 

Correct Answer: AB 
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